Installation Guide

for Grabo JumpAir, SpringAir, StrongAir
and Sports Parquet Flooring,
on Grabo ShockPad Elite underlay
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I. Shipment, storage
The sports parquet and the underlay components must be shipped on a flat surface, in a horizontal position, in their original packaging and in closed vehicles. Do not stack more than 2
palettes of the sports parquet on top of each other. Batches of underlay components must not
be laid on top of each other. During shipment and storage, the batches of parquet and underlay
components must be protected against mechanical damages. Even shrink foiled bundles must
not be exposed to splashing or dripping water as the protective foil is vapour permeable. Store
the units in their original packaging at a stable temperature between +15 and +25°C and relative
humidity of 40 to 60% indoors. Store the boards at the intended place of installation for minimum
3 to 4 days before installation. The temperature must be between 18 and 22˚C and the relative
humidity between 40 and 60% in the premises. Cut off the straps holding the batches of the
underlay components upon delivery to the place of installation.

II. Preparation of the site
• The premises where the parquet
will be laid must be empty, clean
and dust-freen.
• The moisture content of the sub-floor
must be <2.0 CM% for concrete and
cement sub-floors, and <0.3 CM % for
anhydrite sub-floor.
• Grabo Vaporex, Grabo Vaporex T or a
0.2 mm thick polyethylene foil must be
laid underneath the ShockPad underlay.
• If the surface area intended for parquet
floor installation exceeds 800 m2 the use
of moisture barrier Grabo Vaporex or
Grabo Vaporex T is recommended.
• If the sub-floor moisture content exceeds
the above value but does not reach 5
CM% the use of moisture barrier Grabo
Vaporex or Grabo Vaporex T is recommended underneath the sports parquet.

• The sub-floor must be dry, flat, clean and
firm.
• The permissible sub-floor flatness
tolerance is 2 mm/m depending on the
effective width; levelling compound must
be used to eliminate level differences and
surface irregularities larger than that.
• The doors and windows must close well
and have heat insulation.
• Heating units and other similar equipment must be mounted and tested prior
to the installation of the parquet.
• An atmosphere with a relative humidity
between 40 and 60% must be ensured
during laying and use.
• The manufacturer will not accept claims
for damages resulting from improper
circumstances.
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IIII. Installation guide
Before installation carry out a visual inspection of the sports parquet and the underlay components to sort out any damaged parts. The manufacturer will not accept any claim resulting from
the installation of faulty parts.
Always control and document the temperature, the relative humidity of the air and the moisture
content of the base before installation.

III. 1. Use of moisture barrier (Vaporex) or vapour-tight (PE) films
Installation of Grabo Vaporex / Vaporex T: Lay it with the pattern facing down and place the rolls
edge-to-edge. Fasten the joints on the top with a 5-10 cm adhesive tape. Run the moisture barrier onto the wall on a length of 5 to 10 cm on each side of the room. Use skirting allowing vapour
to escape along the walls in the case of application of a moisture barrier.
Installation of polyethylene film: Use minimum 20 cm wide overlaps, fasten them with a 5 cm
wide adhesive tape, and run them on the wall up to 5 to 10 cm.
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III. 2. Installation of Grabo ShockPad Elite Underlay System
Leave an expansion gap depending on the size of the room on each side along the walls in
accordance with the following table:

Size of the hall

Expansion gap

<500 m2

2 cm

500-1000 m2

3 cm

>1000 m2

4 cm

Lay the laminated underlay boards provided with foam pads along the long walls and fasten them
to each other with staples, observing the necessary expansion gaps. If the long sides are articulated (with necks on it) then find the first place where a full row can be installed and place the
ShockPad strips.
Then start laying ShockPad boards of normal size along the shorter side so that the foam pads
extending along the edge of the board and the binding cross-battens are oriented in the direction
of advance. Align the starting edge of the next sheet wit the end of the sheet already laid and
staple the pairs of binding battens using a stapler gun with 12-14 mm long staples that are min.
12 mm wide on their back. Cut it off at the edge of the room so that it aligns with the previously
laid strip and then fasten it to the outer strip with staples. Start laying the next row of underlay
components in brick bond using the cut-off pieces of the previous row. Tightly fit the spacing
wedges of the ShockPad board to the previous row.

2-4 cm
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Check the size of the underlay strips on every four rows. It must be exactly 450 cm. If any deviation is observed correct it immediately to the required 450 cm.
Shockpad Elite underlay should be reinforced with battens having stapled cushioned pad in the
following cases:
• under bleachers and under basketball backstops and around basketball backboards at
SpringAir Elite and JumpAir Elite systems
• at the doors of in multifunctional sports halls in semicircle at SpringAir Elite and
StrongAir Elite systems
• under wheeled basketball backstop having at StrongAir Elite system
At pipes and holders of sporting goods leave an expansion gap of 1.5 to 2 cm around the pipes
and holders of sporting goods, cut the boards to the proper size based on it, and then tightly
fasten the underlay components to each other. Add extra foam pads into the gaps between the
ShockPad feet also at these points.

III. 3. Installation of Grabo sports parquet flooring
Lay the boards along the longer axis of the hall, perpendicularly to the underlay. Lay the first
boards with the tongues pointing outwards in the direction of advance. Adjust the length of the
first parquet board so that the edge of the board oriented in the direction of advance exactly
matches the centreline of the given laminated board of the underlay system. This will ensure that
each additional floor end is supported.
Calculate the number of the necessary parquet rows by measuring the shorter side of the hall.
If the width of the fragment row is less than a half board (9 cm) then lay 2 (starting and closing)
fragment rows. Start laying the sports parquet floor from the second row so that the necessary
fastening stops can be inserted. Mark the place of the first parquet row with a chalk line.
The parquet boards must be glued to the base and to each other (lengthwise and crosswise).
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Use waterproof D3 glue for the gluing of the tongues and grooves.
Apply waterproof D3 parquet glue on the tongues of the parquet boards on both the short and
long sides. A highlighted attention must be paid to the proper watertight tongue glue volumes on
the short sides. Immediately remove any surplus glue from the surface at the gaps with a slightly
wet cloth.
Recommended waterproof adhesive: Henkel Thomsit P 640 or other D3 waterproof parquet glue
brands.
Glue the parquet on the underlay with a special polymer glue of extra flexibility. Apply a 10 mm
wide and 10 mm high flexible polymer adhesive strip on the left side of each batten of the underlay, adjusting to the width of the parquet. Apply adhesive under both parquet ends at the
short side matching of the boards. The position of the parquet row laid in the first step must be
fastened with proper abutting joints since the hardening time of the glue is 24 hours.
Strictly observe the required glue volumes when the sports parquet flooring is glued onto the
ShockPad: apply ca. 1 cm thick strip from the flexible glue, the minimum consumption of the glue
must be 0.25 l/m2.
Recommended extra flexible underlay adhesives: SikaBond-52 Parquet and Bona R850T in 600
ml sausage. Strictly follow the instructions of the manufacturers of the adhesives!
Apply it manually or with a pneumatic gun provided with a 10 mm cutted nose.
Lay the parquet onto the pre-glued surface and manually press the board, leaving a minimum 1
mm adhesive layer between the underlay sheet and the parquet.
Use tapping tool, tapping wood block and/or parquet hammer to ensure the parquet boards are
tightly matched. Take care not to damage the lacquer layer on the parquet during hitting.
Follow the required order of hitting, and hit first the short side then match the long side in alternating steps until the parquet boards perfectly match.
Place a piece cut to the proper length at the end of the row using a shunting tool, and support
the end with a wedge size adjusted to the expansion gap. The stable and even wedging of the
first row is extremely important.
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Parquet boards should be placed in shifted way.
For that purpose you can use the parquet board left at the end of the previous row if it is minimum 40 cm long, and the shift between the two rows must be at least 40 cm.

Do not walk on the laid parquet flooring due to the long hardening time of the extra flexible glue,
and do not stand on the already installed parquet when the next row is being laid!
The already laid and glued parquet boards must be loaded with the parquet bundles to
be installed.
Ideally, a hardening time of several hours should be observed after laying the first row before
continuing the work. Otherwise use the required number of abutting joints screwed onto the
underlay before the first row.
To cut off the last row, lay the parquet onto the previous one with its tongues facing to the spacer
at the wall. Redraw the groove side and cut off the marked pieces with a saw. The boards of the
last row must be at least 9 cm wide.
Adjust the boards in the last row with a chisel using spacing edges, keeping the necessary
expansion gap.
Leave expansion gaps of 1 to 2 cm at thresholds and around the pipes.
Remove the wedges after the glue has hardened and cover the expansion gaps with battens or
skirting. Fasten the battens or skirting only to the wall. Use rivets, screws, glue or special fastening clips for fastening.
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Make sure that vapour can escape from behind the battens if moisture barrier Vaporex has been
used. Cut off the moisture barrier folded up onto the wall at the upper edge of the battens. Use of
ventilated skirting provides excellent evaporation.

IV. Sports game line painting
The GraboColor 2-component polyurethane paint is recommended for marking of sports game
lines on the parquet surface. The paint is available in five colours: white, black, red, yellow
and blue.
A separate detailed guide has been made for GraboColor paint.
If you use 2K PUR paints of other manufacturers make a prior adherence and wear test.

V. Cleaning/Maintenance
Make sure that the parquet is exposed to the least extra contaminations during the use. Use
a floor mat before the door to avoid the penetration of fine sand grains as these are the finest
abrasive grits that can wear the lacquer surface.
For preservation purposes regular daily cleaning and periodical wet cleaning either manually or
mechanically depending on the intensity of use are recommended.
Daily dry cleaning
Remove the solid contaminations with a broom and a wide mop of synthetic or micro fibres or
with a vacuum-cleaner.
Slightly wet daily cleaning
This can be performed manually using the two-bucket method and a cotton or micro fibre mop
or with a single-disc cleaning machine. Use a white pad for the disc cleaner machine.
Use only a very slightly wet mop or a very slightly wet pad. Never leave water on the surface!
Never use intensive wet cleaning otherwise the parquet system can get damaged, the surface
can swell, water spots may form and the surface could shrink when dried causing gaps between
the boards.
The frequency of wet cleaning depends on the intensity of use and contaminations.
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Recommended cleaning agent
Wood Floor Cleaner / made by: dr. Schutz

Bona Sportive Cleaner / made by: BONA

Dilution: 1: 200 (50 ml cleaning agent per 10 l water)

Dilution: 1: 200 (50 ml cleaning agent per 10 l water)

Packaging units: 750 ml or 5 l flask

Packaging units: 1 l or 5 l flask

Removal of spots, shoe traces and adhering contaminations
Elatex / made by: dr. Schutz

Bona Sportive Cleaner / made by: BONA

Spray Elatex onto a white cloth and carefully
remove the spot, then clean the surface with
Wood Floor Cleaner, and wipe the surface.

Immerse the white cloth into the diluted sport
remover, wring it out so that the cloth is only
slightly wet, carefully remove the spot, clean the
surface with Bona Sportive Cleaner, then wipe
the lacquered parquet.
Dilution: 1 cap/100 ml water

VI. Other important information
Do not expose the sports parquet to dynamic stress for 24 hours after installation.
It is advisable to use temporary shielding to protect the surface of the ports parquet during nonsporting events. Spike-heeled shoes leave traces even on the hardest wood.
The rolls of movable stands extremely wear the parquet surface therefore separate pads must be
used for the protection of the sports parquet surface. The use of Grabo Protectsport protective
floor is recommended.
Load distribution panel must be used in case of moving of heavy objects and mobile basketball
backstops in order to protect the surface lacquered.
A temperature of 18 to 22 ˚C and relative humidity of 40 to 60% are required for parquet
flooring not only during installation but also during operation of the establishment.
Proper ventilation of the room must be ensured.
In centrally heated premises the installation of vaporizers and continuous control of the humidity
are recommended in order to prevent the shrinking and cracking of the parquet boards.
The installed parquet flooring should not directly contact walls or other building structures.
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